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Me to all, 

Greetings from tan-soaked CUB. forget tae advice that it never reins down here, Isidore left us with 
several inches of rain over the lest 2 days What a difference from the typically hot and steamy 
clays/nights Clothing-wise, as previously noted, short-sleeved knit shirts, cargo pants, toots are the usual 
dreas, plus shorts, lee shirts, work -out clothes for other tirEs Also, hats am a must for us 
folecle-challenged individuals 

	

 on Thursday a 	abetted We are now firmly entrenched in the BAU hiving 
quarter 	bedroom apartment with 	en f,partan-like with no rugs, curtains, etc . bit 
comfortable enough with a nice TVNCR, etc 	 e  Someorienneed to follow up on the male/female living 
quarters as I had to stay in the Bachelor Quarters pnor tt 

	
airing That's a pain because of its 

location away from everything else 

Every day is extremely similar as you do the 58MV things with the same people at the same times 
Time s spent observing interviews at Delta (as early as 6 00 a m ) and providing input, if requested The 
Process is something I o experience We have had one 'formal' consultation with a DHS interrogator where 
we reviewed a file and discussed speCffic observations/suggestions Essentially, you ere always on duty 
and people ask you questions or just want to talk alant a detainee interview at all times of the day or 
night We continue to meet with the military personnel tasked with scheduling issues which is quite an 
ordeal considering space management, linguists, etc We also had a long conversation with an Army 
SSgt who is in chargeof IVP Intelligence liaison 

My plaudits again to 	rid 	or setting this entire "mission" in motion, they did a great Sob of 
networking the BAu sam Any questions tha t you may have, I'm sure they could answer 
Additionally, just e-mail 	r I with any Issues/questions you may have Well, gotta go to a meeting b7C -1 

All the best, 
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